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1. Introduction 

Composite materials are produced by combining two or 

more materials to create a new material with improved 

properties in comparison with each component. In this sense, 

reinforced concrete, as a blend of stone, sand, cement and 

steel, and wood consist of cellulose and lignin can be 

considered as a special type of composites. However, two main 

components are formed in the conventional forms of 

composites: fiber and matrix. Fibers are desired to reign a 

number of specifications, such as high elasticity modulus and 

ultimate strength and maintain their geometrical and 

mechanical properties during production and handling. The 

matrix must be chemically and thermally consistent with the 

fiber over a long time and should connect the fibers in one 

place, protect their surfaces and efficiently transfer stress to the 

fibers [1]. 

Composites' layered, orthotropic, sometimes 

inhomogeneous, and multi-material properties allow for the 

occurrence of various failure modes under varying loading 

conditions. However, the failure modes of composite plies can 

be divided into four categories: fiber failure, ply delamination, 

matrix cracking, and fiber/matrix deboning. These failure 

modes, or any combination of them, reduce and may 

eventually eliminate the composite action [1]. 

In composite laminates, fracture crack propagation takes 

place through any of the three modes or through a combination 

of the three modes. Mode I fracture (opening mode) represents 

the crack propagation under normal in plane loading where the 

crack is positioned perpendicular to the applied load. Mode II 

fracture (sliding mode) represents crack propagation due to 

shear type failure where the load applied is transverse to crack 

length. Mode III fracture (Tearing mode) represents crack 

propagation due to tear type failure where the load applied is 

parallel to the crack length. Mode I usually play a dominate 

role in engineering application and considered to be the most 

dangerous [2]. 

Dimitri and Fantuzzi (2017) [3] investigated the 

application of the level set method combined with the 

numerically extended finite element method (XFEM) to 

predict and calculate the direction of fracture propagation 

within the specimen stress intensity factor for different loading 

conditions under the cracked plate. The main results show that 

the SIF obtained from the XFEM method is in good agreement 

with accurate predictions in the literature, demonstrating the 

potential and efficiency of the XFEM method on singularity-

driven fracture problems, even assuming limited mesh 

refinement near the crack tip. Gebru et al. [4] used a single 

edge notched composite laminate crack plate of carbon/epoxy 

orthotropic laminate to study the effect of fiber orientation 

angle on fracture toughness and determine the mode I stress 

intensity factor for the specimen by using analytical and finite 

element methods. The main results appear to show that the 

results of numerical methods are very close when numerical 

results are compared with finite method approaches, and the 

influence of the variation of fiber reinforcement angle on 

fracture toughness decreases with increasing fiber orientation 

angle ϴ. In another study, Goli and Kazemi [5] evaluated the 

stress intensity factors for transversely isotropic functionally 

graded material FGMs by using the extended finite element 

method XFEM and the interaction integral method. The stress 

intensity factors for the different crack lengths and various 

material properties variations have been gained by this coupled 
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system of interaction integral and XFEM, which shows the 

efficiency of the presented framework. Benzaama et al. (2017) 

[6] used the XFEM method to determine the failure load for a 

unidirectional CFRP rectangular composite plate with a 

central elliptical, circular, and lateral V notch cutout under 

uniform uniaxial tensile loading. The results showed the notch 

weakens the structure and causes a reduction in the stiffness of 

the structure. Ultimate failure load magnitudes are decreased 

by increasing the notch size and can be increased by the 

appropriate between the type of modification and the shape of 

the notch in the case of the circular and elliptical notch. The 

crack and its propagation depend directly on the orientation of 

the fibers around the notch. Abdullah et al. [7] used the 

Extended Finite Element Method (XFEM) for modeling 

transversal cracks and delamination of carbon fiber 

composites, presenting the size effect of the composite due to 

the increment in composite thickness. The results showed 

good agreement between the experimental and analytical data 

of each specimen modeled based on the size of the carbon fiber 

composite volume. 

The (ABAQUS) software uses the principles of the 

Extended Finite Element Method (XFEM) to calculate the 

values of the SIF. The purpose of XFEM was to calculate SIF 

in composite plates with different fiber orientation angles. So, 

this requires finding SIF in the crack tip. This work aims to 

study the effects of various fiber orientation angles and crack 

lengths on the stress intensity factor and shape factor.     

2. Extended finite element method (XFEM)    

The XFEM is a numerical technique that extends the 

traditional FEM approach through the extension of the solution 

space to differential solutions discontinuous function 

equations. The extended finite element method has been 

developed in order to alleviate problems with located features 

which cannot be resolved efficiently through mesh refinement. 

The modeling of fractures in a material was one of the first 

applications. With this original implementation discontinuous 

basis functions for nodes belonging to elements intersected by 

a crack are added to standard polynomial basis functions, 

providing a basis that includes crack opening displacement. An 

important advantage of XFEM is that the finite element mesh 

need not be updated for a crack path to track in such problems. 

More general use of the method to address problems of 

singularity, material interfaces, regular meshing of 

microstructural features such as voids, and other problems 

where an appropriate set of basic functions can describe a 

localized feature. It has been shown that such an integration of 

the problem into the approximation space can improve 

convergence rate and accuracy significantly in certain cases 

Furthermore, using extended finite element methods to solve 

problems with discontinuities eliminates the need to mesh and 

remesh the discontinuity surfaces, reducing computational 

costs and projection errors associated with traditional finite 

element methods while limiting the discontinuities to mesh 

edges [8]. 

The XFEM has an essential concept that is enriching in the 

approximation domain. Therefore, it can propagate some 

features of the issue of interest in certain discontinuities like 

the cracks and interface regions. Although it is a local version 

of the PUFEM enrichment utilized exclusively in a clear local 

domain, it has been highly reliant on the evolution of external 

enrichments for crack modeling by several meshless like 

(EFG) and (Hp-clouds). The main approximations of the 

XFEM developed for modeling the tough discontinuities in 

fracture mechanics problems. That later extended to include 

the weak discontinuity and interface issues [9]. 

The function of enrichment approximation u(x) is 

presented in Eq. (1). 

uh(x) = uFE + uenr = ∑ Nj (x) uj

n

 j = 1

+ ∑ Nk (x) ψ (x) ak

m

 k = 1

          (1) 

The Nᵢ (x) refer to the usual nodal shape functions, u is the 

vector of uniform degrees of nodal freedom in the FEM, ak is 

the additional set of degrees of freedom to the classical FE 

model and Ψ (x) is the function of discontinuous enrichment 

[10]. 

3. The stress intensity factor 

The stress intensity factor for fracture mechanisms was 

used to determine stress intensity factor at the crack tip, 

especially because residual stresses were loaded remotely. The 

(SIF) is a theoretical value commonly applied to a 

homogeneous and linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) 

material and is advantageous for providing criteria of the 

failure for fragile materials. The determination of the SIF can 

also be possible with its definition of the stress field and stress 

components need to be calculated as to which (Kɪ) is the result 

of extrapolation to the tip of a crack. This calculation is not 

exactly true to the definition of stress intensity factor (Kɪ) due 

to the stresses which are evaluated at the integration points and 

the tip of the crack is positioned within an element node. How 

the interpolation has to be done to achieve the best outcomes 

must constantly be examined [11]. 

Stress field and displacement which close to the tip of the 

crack have been considered as of important parameters to 

investigate the (SIF) values in linear elastic fracture mechanics 

via FE analysis, by using these parameters to predict the 

propagations of the crack and the failures under specific load 

conditions. Various (Kɪ) values calculation methods, for 

example, “virtual crack extension method”, J-integer, and 

displacement correlation methods have been used. The SIF can 

be categorized as: “direct approach” and the “energy 

approach”. The direct approach relates the SIF with the results 

of the FE method, while the second approach depends on the 

calculation value of the energy release rate G [2]. The stress at 

crack tip is shown at Fig. 1. 

The function of the stress distribution near the tip of the 

crack [12] is given by: 

 σₓₓ = 
Kɪ

√2 π r
 cos

θ

2
(1 − sin

θ

2
 sin

3θ

2
)                                       (2) 

σyy = 
Κɪ

√2 π r
 cos

θ

2
(1 + sin

θ

2
 sin

3θ

2
)                                       (3) 

Where, (r) is refers to the range from the crack tip, and (θ) 

is refers to the orientation. When the stress distribution in crack 

plane, the orientation parameter (θ) becomes zero and Eq. (2) 

and (3) will be reduced to Eq. (4) and (5): 
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σxx = 
Κɪ

√2 π r
                                                                                   (4) 

σyy = 
Κɪ

√2 π r
                                                                          (5) 

 

Fig. 1 Stress element at the crack tip. 

4. Numerical simulation 

4.1. Properties and Dimensions of the Plate 

Composite plates used in this study are carbon epoxy with 

properties and dimensions show in Table 1 and 2 below. The 

composite plate has been subjected to various crack length, 

position, and different fiber orientation angles. The geometry 

of composite plate is shown in Fig. 2. We create composite 

lamina with 5 plies with same angles of fibers for each 

specimen. 

Table 1. dimensions of the composite plates. 

Material Dimensions 

T700/8911  

Composite laminates 

Length Width Thickness 

240 mm 120 mm 5 mm 

 
Table 2. properties of the composite plates [13]. 

Parameter Properties Unit 

E1 135 GPa 

E2 11.41 GPa 

E3 11.41 GPa 

ν12 0.33 - 

ν13 0.33 - 

ν23 0.49 - 

G12 7.92 GPa 

G13 3.792 GPa 

G23 7.92 GPa 

Max. principal stress XT 2600 MPa 

Fracture Energy GIC 0.252 N/mm 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 the geometry of composite plate. 

The analytical solution of stress intensity factor in isotropic 

plate including a central crack maybe found using equations 

(6), (7) and (8) [14]. 

KI = Y σ √π a                                                                                  (6) 

 Y = 1 + 0.256 (
a

w
) − 1.152 (

a

w
)

2

+ 12.2 (
a

w
)

3

                        (7) 

Kn = σ √π a                                                                                     (8) 

Where, (Y) is the shape factor.  

The analytical and numerical values of SIF of the central 

cracked plate under uniform pressure 1 MPa are plotted against 

(a/w) for twelve crack length 10 to 120 mm with step 10 mm 

as shown in Fig. 3. This figure shows good agreement between 

the numerical and analytical values of SIF. It also could be 

noted from this figure that the value of Von Misses stress 

decrease when moving from the crack tip because the stress is 

concentrated at the tip of crack and less when moving from the 

tip of crack to the plate’s boundaries. 

The relation between crack length and shape factor                

Y = Kɪ/Kₙ is shown in Fig. 4. The fringes stress distribution 

around crack tip for isotropic plate is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 3 effect of crack length on the stress intensity. 

L 

W 
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Fig. 4 effect of crack length on the shape factor. 

 

Fig. 5 stress distribution fringes. 

4.2. the Calculation Technique of Stress Intensity Factor (Kɪ) 

In this research, the calculation of SIF using the Meshless 

Local Petrov-Galerkin (MLPG) method had been achieved 

using a special technique, now is a profound definition about 

it. It is suggested to take a piece started exactly on the crack 

tip and extended straightly a head of the crack line (θ = 0) 

having length less than of (2 %) of the crack length (s ≤ 0.02a), 

then, enough nodes will diffuse along this piece. To calculate 

SIF, an investigation of the stress field near/ahead of the crack 

tip will be done through calculating the stress at each node on 

the piece subsequently, plot on logarithmic scale these stresses 

against the effective radii (rₛ) to the crack tip which have the 

singular value of stress. Then, a linear curve fitting on the got 

data will be achieved which absolutely represent the behavior 

of stress field nearly around/ahead of the crack tip, hence, its 

easily to get the singular stress at the crack tip (r ≈ 0) from 

which it possible to use eq. (9) to estimate SIFs, see Fig. 6. 

Theoretically, it’s known that the slop of the fitted line equals 

to (- 0.5) [15]. 

KI = σ √2 π r                                                                                   (9) 

 

Fig. 6 SIFs calculation technique, where the fitted line represents the 

behavior of the singular stress field [16]. 

5. Effect of the fiber orientation angles (θ) of 

composite plate on the (SIF) Kɪ 

Case 1: Composite Plate with Single Edge Crack 

The values of the SIF against the ratio of (a/w) are shown 

in Fig. 8 for the composite plates with different fiber 

orientation angles (0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°, 105°, 120°) 

with five different lengths of the crack (10 to 50 mm) by         

(10 mm) step. Fig. 9 shows the variation of the stress intensity 

factor around the crack tip for different fiber orientation 

angles. It is noticed that the stress intensity factor is maximum 

at an angle of 75 degrees, while the lowest value is at an angle 

of 15. Because the fibers are parallel to the crack front at an 

angle of 15, the number of discontinuous fibers at the crack 

front is very limited, and a large portion of the load is taken up 

by the matrix phase. As a result, the crack tip has a low-stress 

intensity factor distribution. There is a high probability of fiber 

slippage at 75 degrees due to induced shear stresses in addition 

to the tensile stresses at the fiber-matrix interface. As a result, 

the crack tip has a high-stress intensity factor. The number of 

continuous fibers sharing the far-field uniformly applied 

pressure intensity increases as the 75 degrees and above, 

resulting in a reduction in the stress intensity factor around the 

crack tip. Table 3 offers the SIF values for different fiber 

orientation angles. From this table observe how the stress 

intensity factor increases when the cracking length increases. 

Figure 7 represents the stress distribution around the crack tip 

in the composite plate with different angles of fiber for single 

edge cracks. 
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(a) angle of fiber 0°                                (b) angle of fiber 15° (c) angle of fiber 30° 

   

(d) angle of fiber 45°                         (e) angle of fiber 60° (f) angle of fiber 75° 

   
(h) angle of fiber 90° (i) angle of fiber 105° (j) angle of fiber 120° 

Fig. 7 Stress distribution of composite plate with different angles of fiber for single edge cracks. 
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Fig. 8 Effect of crack length on the SIF in composited plates with different 

fiber orientation angles. 

 

Fig. 9 SIF variations with fiber orientation angle θ for composite plate with 

single edge crack. 

Table 3. the SIF values in composite plate with single edge crack. 

a/w 

SIF Kɪ 

Angle of Fiber θ 

0° 15° 30° 45° 60° 75° 90° 105° 120° 

0.08 5.4 5.4 6.7 7.6 9.2 12.5 9.4 4.6 7.2 

0.16 5.7 5.6 7.2 8.7 11.6 14.5 10 5 8.2 

0.25 6.4 6 8.4 11.75 15 16.8 11 8 11.7 

0.33 9.5 6.8 11 15.6 18.4 18.8 13 9.4 15.6 

0.41 7.4 6.9 12.2 16.95 23 20.2 12.6 15 16 

 

The effect of the shape factor for different fiber orientation   

angles is shown in Fig. 10 and is presented in eq. (10) obtained 

from the DATA FIT program with a correlation factor             

(R² = 84.47 %). It is noted that, from the figures, the shape 

factor decreases with an increase in crack length, it is more 

stable when the angle of the fiber is at 75 degrees. 

 

Fig. 10 Effect of crack length on shape factor Y for different fiber orientation 

angles of composite plate with single edge crack. 

Were, Y = KI/Kn 

Y ((a/w), θ) = - 2.3879 - 8.6981 ln (a/w) - 8.40507 ln (a/w)²       

- 3.3136 ln (a/w)³ - 0.45202 ln (a/w)⁴ + 1.309 E-03 (θ)                   

- 6.1546 E-04 (θ)² + 4.0678 E-05 (θ)³ - 5.9262 E-07 (θ)⁴              

+ 2.4832 E-09 (θ)⁵                                                               (10) 

This equation is available for the range: 0 ≤ θ ≤ 120 

Case 2: Composite Plate with Center Crack 

    In this case, the composite plate has a center crack with 

length (2a) and different fiber orientation angles (0°, 15°, 30°, 

45°, 60°, 75°, 90°, 105°, 120°). Figure 12 presents the 

relationship between the stress intensity factor in the first mode 

(KI) and the ratio of crack length to plate width (a/w) for five 

various lengths of the crack (10 to 50 mm), taking into 

consideration a (10 mm) step for each increase in the length of 

the cracks. The variation of the stress intensity factor around 

the crack tip for different fiber orientation angles is shown in 

Fig. 13. It is observed that from this figure that the SIF is 

maximum at an angle of 75 degrees because there is a high 

probability of fiber slippage at 75 degrees due to induced shear 

stresses in addition to the tensile stresses at the fiber-matrix 

interface. As a result, the crack tip has a high-stress intensity 

factor. Table 4 offers the SIF values for different fiber 

orientation angles. From this table, observe how the stress 

intensity factor increases when the cracking length increases. 

Figure 11 represents the stress distribution around the crack tip 

in the composite plate with different angles of fiber for center 

cracks. 
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(a) angle of fiber 0°                                (b) angle of fiber 15° (c) angle of fiber 30° 

   
(d) angle of fiber 45°                         (e) angle of fiber 60° (f) angle of fiber 75° 

   
(h) angle of fiber 90° (i) angle of fiber 105° (j) angle of fiber 120° 

Fig. 11 Stress distribution of composite plate with different angles of fiber for center cracks. 
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Fig. 12 Effect of crack length on the SIF in composited plates with different 
fiber orientation angles. 

Table 4. the SIF values in composite plate with center crack. 

a/w 

SIF Kɪ 

Angle of Fiber θ 

0° 15° 30° 45° 60° 75° 90° 105° 120° 

0.04 4 4 4.8 7.6 6.4 8.8 6.8 7 7.8 

0.08 4.2 4.16 5.9 8 7.5 9.9 7.6 7.6 8.4 

0.12 4.8 4.6 6.7 9.1 10.2 10.9 8 10 10.4 

0.16 5.2 4.9 7.1 10 10.4 11.2 10 11.6 10.8 

0.20 6 5.2 7.6 12.4 11.3 11.6 9.2 12 11.2 

Fig. 13 SIF variations with fiber orientation angle (θ) for composite plate 
with center crack. 

The effect of the shape factor for different fiber orientation 

angles (θ) is shown in Fig. 14 and is presented in eq. (11) that 

was obtained from the DATA FIT program with a correlation 

factor (R² = 90 %).  

It is noted that, from figures, the shape factor decreases 

with an increase in crack length; it is more stable when the 

angle of the fiber is at 75 degrees. 

Fig. 14 Effect of crack length on shape factor Y for different fiber orientation 
angles of composite plate with center crack. 

Y (a/w, θ) = 241.922 - 13174.158 (a/w) + 259178.259 (a/w)² 

- 2347286.454 (a/w)³ + 9933628.008 (a/w)⁴

- 15884508.088 (a/w)⁵ - 3.3267 E-02 (θ) + 2.5972 E-03 (θ)²

- 4.90118 E-05 (θ)³ + 3.65889 E-07 (θ)⁴ - 9.572101 E-10 (θ)⁵

    (11) 

This equation is available for the range: 0 ≤ θ ≤ 120 

Case 3: Composite Plate with Inclined Edge Crack 

An inclined edge crack in a composite plate under tensile 

loading was analyzed numerically depending on the XFEM 

concepts by using the program software ABAQUS. Fig. 15 

represents the geometry, mesh, and boundary condition of the 

composite plate with an inclined edge crack. Figure 16 present 

the values of the stress intensity factor in mode I and mode II 

SIFs, respectively, KI and KII, which plot against the ratio of 

(a/w) for the composite plates with a crack angle (ꞵ) ranging 

from 15° to 75° measured counterclockwise from the 

horizontal axis and with different fiber orientation angles with 

five different lengths of the crack (10 to 50 mm) by (10 mm) 

step. It is noted from this figure that the values of the stress 

intensity factor Kɪ and Kɪɪ increase when the crack lengths 

increase for the same crack angle (ꞵ), and an increasing rate of 

Kɪ is very significant at small crack angles, while the rate of 

increase of Kɪɪ is low at high crack angles. Tables 5 and 6 offer 

the SIF values for modes I and II for different fiber orientation 

angles at the ratio of (a/w = 0.125) and with various crack 

angles (ꞵ). 

(a) plate with inclined edge crack. (b) mesh of plate. (c) B.C. of plate. 

Fig. 15 inclined edge crack specimen. 
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Fig. 16 effect of the length of crack on SIF mode I KI and mode II KII in inclined edge cracks for composite plates at different fiber 
orientation angles and with different crack angles (ꞵ). 

Fig. 17 shows that as crack angle (ꞵ) increases, Kɪ 

decreases until it reaches a minimum value at ꞵ = 75° and a 

maximum value at ꞵ = 15°, for the same crack length, because 

of the anticipated reduction in the contribution of the force 

acting normal to the crack surface. Fig. 18 offers that Kɪɪ 

values increase from a minimum value at ꞵ = 15° to reach a 

maximum value at ꞵ = 45° followed by a decrease in Kɪɪ to 

reach minimum value at ꞵ = 75°. 

Fig. 19 depicts the effect of different fiber orientation 

angles on the SIF for modes I and II. It is observed that when 

the fiber angle is 120° and the crack angle is 15°, Kɪ reaches 

its maximum value, whereas Kɪɪ reaches its high magnitude 

when the fiber orientation angle is 120° and the crack angle is 

45°. 

Table 5. the SIF mode I value in composite plate with inclined edge crack. 

ꞵ 

SIF Kɪ 

Angle of Fiber θ 

0° 15° 30° 45° 60° 75° 90° 105° 120° 

15° 5.6 5.6 7.3 7.4 10 11.7 10.7 7 13 

30° 4.4 4.4 5.58 6.4 7.5 9.3 8.4 5.4 10 

45° 2.9 2.9 3.8 3.97 4.4 5.4 5.6 3.2 6.2 

60° 1.45 1.45 1.8 1.83 1.83 2.1 2.7 1.3 3.15 

75° 0.39 0.39 0.47 0.4 0.42 0.42 0.73 0.24 0.84 

Table 6. the SIF mode II values in composite plate with inclined edge crack. 

ꞵ 

SIF KII 

Angle of Fiber θ 

0° 15° 30° 45° 60° 75° 90° 105° 120° 

15° 1.48 1.48 1.95 1.97 2.7 3.14 2.8 1.8 3.45 

30° 2.5 2.5 3.1 3.7 4.2 5.18 4.8 3.08 5.8 

45° 2.9 2.9 3.8 3.97 4.4 5.4 5.6 3.2 6.2 

60° 2.5 2.5 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.6 4.53 2.3 5.4 

75° 1.45 1.45 1.7 1.55 1.59 1.58 2.5 0.95 3.15 

Fig. 17 effect of inclined angles on SIF mode I in slanted edge crack for 

composite plate. 

Fig. 18 effect of inclined angles on SIF mode II in slanted edge crack for 

composite plate. 

(a) Kɪ 

(b) Kɪɪ 

Fig. 19 effect of different fiber orientation angles on the SIF in composited 

plates with different crack angles (ꞵ). 

7. Conclusions

In this study, the values of the stress intensity factor (Kɪ)

and shape factor (Y) are determined by using the extended 

finite element methods (XFEM) for carbon epoxy composite 

plates with different fiber orientation angles that are loaded 

with uniaxial tension. The obtained results led to the following 

conclusions: 
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1. In the case of single edge cracks, the increase in the average

value of SIF reached 173 percent for composite plates with

different fiber orientation angles, while in the case of the

center crack, the average value of SIF reached (81 %).

2. For two cases, single edge crack and center crack in the

carbon epoxy composite plate with different fiber

orientation angles, the stress intensity factor increases with

increased crack length up to its maximum value at an angle

of 75 degrees because of the high probability of fiber

slippage at 75 degrees due to induced shear stresses in

addition to the tensile stresses at the fiber-matrix interface.

As a result, the crack tip has a high-stress intensity factor.

3. Increases in stress intensity factor and shape factor for

composite plates with edge and center cracks of varying

lengths are more stable in plates with a fiber orientation

angle of 75°.

4. In the case of an inclined edge crack composite plate, both

model I and II stress intensity factors (SIF) increase with

increasing crack length. However, the rate of increase in

mode I SIF decreases with increasing the crack angle.

5. For the same crack length, mode II (SIF) increases with

increasing crack angle to reach a maximum value at crack

angle 45°, followed by a decrease in mode II (SIF). At fiber

orientation angle 120, Kɪ and Kɪɪ reach their maximum

values.
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